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This article has intention to present pieces for organ, made by Serbian composers. Their artistic
creativity in the field of organ music were surrounded and exposed to real, unsolvable obstacles,
but still, authors have always founding a way to express personal, most intimate feelings through
magical organ sound. Although majority of these pieces is secularly oriented, they cannot avoid
artistic challenge of mixing two opposite religious tradition, always on such a delicate and spiritually devoted way. Creations based on different influences, inspiration and motives as Serbian organ music is, can undoubtedly be recognized as eclectic music expression and therefore deserves
its own position in the world organ music library.

A

t the very beginning of this story about Serbian organ music it is important to emphasize that organ tradition in Serbia is much more different than in the west of Europe.
In Serbia, the majority of population is Orthodox. Orthodox spiritual tradition is based
on a capella singing, without instrumental accompaniment, which was the starting point in
creating different musical expression with not enough interest in organ music. That is also the
reason why all organ instruments in Serbia are situated in the northern part of country, called
Vojvodina, which is multiconfessionally inhabited. In the south of Belgrade (capital of Serbia),
in spite of few not so small catholic communities, there are no instruments, at all. Existing organs nowadays originate from the 19th and 20th centuries, except from few examples from the
second part of the 18th century. Considering the fact that preserved middleages instruments
still exist in Europe, we may place Serbian instruments on the list of younger ones. But the
historical circumstances in Serbia undoubtedly determined its cultural path. At the beginning
of the 14th century Christian population, who lived on the territory of Serbia, in that time, was
enslaved by the Ottoman Empire. Unfortunately, Turks ruled for the next 500 years, until the
liberation in 1912. During that period many of churches and monasteries were destroyed,
and even if there were some organ instruments, they vanished, too. After the liberation, the
re-establishment of cultural and religious life began. It is assumed that the first organ positive
was acquired at that time, although the first written record of the purchase dates back from the
1719. Some other instruments were ordered and constructed during the 19th century but they
couldn`t be delivered in a period of Turkish occupation. In the last couple of decades there
has been a substantial reduction in the number of organs in Serbia (Vojvodina). Today, we
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Today’s look of Walker instrument in Kombank hall

can talk about less than 200 instruments
which are hardly the third of the original
number. Several of them were destroyed
during the Second World War and others suffered from the consequence of the
resettlement of the German population
in Vojvodina (their churches were left
without congregation). The civil war in
Serbia brought new damage to organs
during the 90’s when the churches were
burned or destroyed in several places
in Vojvodina. Besides two instruments
in Belgrade which are situated in concert halls (Kombank Hall and Museum
of Science and Tehnology), all other
existing instruments are placed in the
churches. Religious communities are in
charge of maintaining of instruments
without any support from Government
or Cultural institutions. In 1956 in Belgrade’s Concert hall, nowadays named
Kombank Hall, got wonderful, best one
at that time, German instrument, made
by Walker, with 4 manuals (keyboards),
95 stops and connections, dozens of
permanent combinations, memories, ef48

Zanin organ, Cathedral of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Belgrade
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fects etc. and more than 4000 pipes.
Since the installment and almost
during the next 20 years, from time
to time, some foreign players have
had concerts on that instrument.
Unfortunately, a problem how to finance maintaining occurred very
soon, since we don`t have companies equipped for that complex work.
That problem has never been solved.
Last concert was played in 1996.
Even though that instrument is on
the list of Institute for the Protection
of Cultural Monuments, it has been
decaying unstoppably. But, we are
not losing our faith and still hoping
to repair and to revive that instrument, some day.
On the other hand, there is a significant collection of the different
old, historical instruments in the Museum of the Science and Technology
and most valuable of them are Kauffman organ (2 manuals, 21 stops, 1500
pipes), with lovely romantic intonation and sound suitable for chamber
or solo performing as well.

Jenko organ, St. Anthony of Padua Church in Belgrad

Kauffman organ

Today, in Belgrade, we even have five concert instruments (in five churches) and two of
them are really amazing symphonic instruments with great performing potential (due to
great engagement of priests, organ lovers and fans, keeping these instruments in average
condition).
Until 80s, organs in Serbia are mostly played at the services, in spite of shy but visible
intentions and needs for real artistic concerts, serious repertoire, and different kinds of organ music. At that time domestic authors, inspired by the abundance of diversity of organ
sound, showed interest for this instrument and made their first organ pieces. At the same
time in the beginning of 80s, thanks to late professor, organist and composer Andrija Galun,
Faculty of music Art in Belgrade started with organ lessons.
Few years later professor Galun established organ department at Art Academy in Novi
Sad (it is the second biggest town in Serbia). In 1995 I had that privilege to establish organ
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course in elementary and music high
school „Stanković” in Belgrade and since
that period organ performing has been
growing and developing constantly. For
the last 10 years music high school in
Subotica has been developing a Church
music department, the only one in the
country. Also, few years ago Department for ancient organ music was established at the music school Slavenski in
Belgrade. Especially thanks to all organ
students, the quality of organ playing at
the services has significantly increasedformer organists were mostly people
without music education, particularly
organ knowledge, but nowadays situation is much better. Organists are creating a music life in each particular church
community, they`re working with singers and preparing concerts. Although
music level in the churches is still far
from wanted one, results in social conAndrija Galun (1945–2004)
text are more than visible. Over the last
15 years, an Organ festival, named “Dies
Organorum” has being held every summer in Belgrade. It is happening during the first
week of July and is gathering performers and artists from all over Europe. Nowadays, organ
music is much more visible and present in music life and performing in Serbia, especially
in Belgrade. Domestic organ music legacy contains maybe a small number of pieces, comparing to other cultures, but, every piece of work shows to us its excellence. The authors, in
their own way, perceived the essence of organ sound, transforming personal inspiration and
skills into a unique musical expression. Generally, these compositions represent real value
of contemporary organ music.
Milivoje Crvčanin (1892–1978) was a Serbian composer, music
pedagogue, diplomat, priest and a missionary. Curiosity lies in that
first valuable organ music lines were made by an orthodox priest.
His work is based on the richness of Serbian folk-music tradition
and Orthodox Church songs. For the first time in Orthodox music he added instruments in liturgical piece Duhovna koncertantna
muzika (Spiritual concert music), like his contemporary colleague
Alexandar Grechaninov did in Liturgia Domestica. Developing
large polyphonic forms based on domestic tradition Crvčanin
opened a new path in musical creativity.
50
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Josip Štolcer Slavenski (1896–1955) was Yugoslav composer. He
studied composition with Zoltán Kodály in Budapest and Vítězslav
Novák and Josef Suk at the Prague Conservatorie. In 1924 he moved
in Belgrade and began to teach at the Music School. Next year he
spent in Paris and during that time Slavenski signed a contract with
B. Schott’s Söhne music publishers in Mainz. When he moved in Belgrade, the range of his acquaintance with folk music from different
parts of Yugoslavia greatly expanded, and his own music written at
that time won recognition and acclaim in the country and abroad.
From the date of foundation he was a professor of composition at the
Academy of Music in Belgrade (Faculty of Music Art). Although he
left a several draft autographs for organ solo, his only finished and published pieces are Adagio religioso (for organ, violin and arpa ad libitum) and Sonata religiosa for violin and organ.
Adagio religioso should probably have been the second movement of the originally conceived
cyclic Sonata religiosa. Since the evolution of the autor’s idea of the Sonata embarked in a different direction, Adagio religioso was left as an independent composition, to be performed with
or without the harp. The form is simple and clear – starts with a gradual, stratified development
of the organ background with the broad violin melody that rises above it. Diatonic sound becomes a harmonic series in intensive organ chords texture with interesting chromatic appearance. Excited tremolo in all instrumental parts leads to quietude on the end. Sonata religiosa
can undoubtedly be numbered among the most original and powerful achievements of Josip
Slavenski. Original in itself is the choice
of instrumental duo, unusual in sonata
literature from the times of baroque sonatas da chiesa. The single-movement
formal structure is likewise unusual-a
symmetrically structured sonata form
with reverse recapitulation. The author’s
most personal and original feature is
the exceptionally daring harmonic and
sound concept, in which the long lasting
pedal chords of specific structure in the
organ part are particularly emphasized.
Imposing chord is formed at the very beginning of the piece by a gradual spreading of one harmonic tone on the other.
The lowest pedal ton and harmonic series
built above, has an almost obsessive symbolic meaning of an elementary natural
for Slavenski (appears in several of his
works), so therefore Sonata religiosa can
be classified in the cycle of the author’s
Example no. 1
“cosmic” inspirations.
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Vlastimir Trajković (1947–2017) was a Serbian composer, professor and Head of Department of composition and orchestration at the
Faculty of Music Art in Belgrade. Upon graduating in 1971 and earning his Master Degree in 1977, Trajković worked with Andre Laporte
and Witold Lutoslawski on summer master classes. In 1978 he completed his specialization study with Olivier Messiaen at the Paris Conservatoire. Many notable Serbian authors finished their studies in his
class. Trajković left behind significant instrumental and orchestral
opus and his pieces have been performed all over the world. He also
made a valuable work in the field of musicology, ethnomusicology and
music theory. For his great contribution to Serbian music art, Trajković was elected a member of
Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts. Trajković has been at the forefront of Serbian post-modernism. His rich erudition has been a logical journey towards a postmodern synthesis imbued
with an exploration of the range of avant-garde and the spirit of 20th-century French music. It is
the simplicity, modernity and effectiveness of his work that deeply impacted the Serbian music of
the early 1980s. Epimetheus (1977) for organ is his only piece for this instrument. It is a recognizable nod to Messiaen, homage and honor to great teacher and role model. In three movements
Epimetheus, Pandora`s box and Elpis, Trajković involved mystique of Ancient Greece mythology
and post Messiaen`s sensibility,
creating so vivid, extremely virtuoso and highly intelligent music peace. Musical manuscript
reveals to us an exquisite expert
in instrument construction and
performing, all strict details and
useful directions for organ player. Only one, rather excellent,
recording exists, it is performed
by Yugoslav-Slovenian organist
Hubert Bergant (1934‒1999).

Example no. 2
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Ivan Jevtić (1947) is an interesting and in a way unique contemporary Serbian author. He was born in Belgrade and after postgraduate studies in home city he took advanced classes with Olivier Messiaen at the Paris Conservatoire and with Professor Alfred
Uhl in Vienna. He has been the laureate of several international
composition competitions, and his works have been performed
by eminent musicians, including Maurice André, André Navarra,
Gerard Caussé, André Henry, Gene Pokorny, Manfredo Schmiedt,
Pascal Gallet, Eric Fritz, Stephen Burns, Roberto Gatto, Roberto
Duarte, Eric Aubier, Radovan Vlatković, Thierry Escaich, Mira
Jevtić, Irena Grafenauer, Ksenija Janković, Aleksandar Madžar, Marielle Nordman, Svetlana
Tirmenstajn, Mladen Djordjević, Bernard Soustrot, Bojan Sudjić, Guy Touvron…, all over
Europe, in North and South America, Russia, Japan and China. He has sat on several international juries where his compositions have been selected as set pieces (Paris, Narbonne,
Lunéville, Belgrade, Arles and Geneva). From 1997 to 1999 he taught composition and
orchestration at the Federal University of Pelotas in Brasil. Ivan Jevtić has composed more
than 100 works, notably chamber music, concertante compositions (more than twenty concertos for various instruments) and symphonic works. His compositions have been published in Paris by the famous Editions A. Leduc, G. Billaudot and Chant du Monde, as well
as by the Swiss Editions Bim. His music can be heard on over 20 CDs edited
in Serbia, France, Germany, Sweden,
USA and Japan. In 2003 he was elected
member of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts in Belgrade. Benefits of
life on the Paris-Belgrade route include,
among other things, opportunities to
get to know and work on different instruments. Jevtić wrote two pieces for
organ solo and a piece for organ and
trumpet. His creativity implies huge
forms and a lot of sound due to obvious fascination with organ sound. He
is strongly nationally oriented and that
idiom can be recognized in his work,
especially in rhythm pattern. Although
he worked with Messiaen, his musical
language is so unique in organ pieces
and certain influence manifests more
in coloring than melodic invoice. Solo
piece for organ Seigneur, réjouistes enfantas (2012), although it seems difficult
Example no. 3
to play on first site, this piece is fulfilled
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with joy and youthful emotions based on extravagant registration. The other piece La révélation de la Lumiere (2001), treats organ sound differently, trying to explore and control
its power and volume streamed into an interesting and variable rhythm. Theme is showed
like specific lamentation in powerful flashes. Quassi una passacaglia for organ and trumpet (1991) is one, among many pieces showing strong author`s affection for the trumpet
sound. About that piece Jevtić said: “In 1989, at the request of trumpeter Bernard Soustrot,
I wrote Quassi una passacaglia for organ and trumpet, a form of which the Baroque masters
were fond of. In truth, it was a first, since I had never composed such an elaborate work for
organ. The piece was conceived in a single movement and was premiered in Belgrade in
1996”. Wonderful performance by Eric Aubier (trumpet) and Thierry Escaich (organ) was
recorded in 2002 in church Saint-Etienne du Mont in Paris.
Vladimir Tošić (Belgrade, 1949) is a composer, multimedia artist,
professor at the Faculty of Music Art in Belgrade lecturing in counterpoint, harmony and musical forms. He graduated in composition
from the same faculty in the class of Vasilije Mokranjac. Vladimir
Tošić appeared as author at concerts throughout his country ‒ Yugoslavia (Belgrade, Zagreb and Ljubljana) as well as abroad (France,
Hungary, Italy, USA). In addition to composing, Vladimir Tošić
started very early to perform both, his own compositions and works
by other modern composers. In this respect, he was co-founder and
member of the group of authors and performers called OPUS 4 and
the Ensemble for Different New Music. The basic approach applied to his artistic endeavor is
the reductionist principle in composing. All his pieces are based on a markedly small number of elements, sometimes even on a single one (timbre, rhythm, harmony, etc). Procedural
organization is one of the essential and
remarkable characteristics of the creative work of Vladimir Tošić. Hence, his
compositions are created through a
gradual development of the initial core
while applying a chosen procedure, with
no abrupt changes or clashes of different musical materials. More often than
not, the sound material is based on the
tones of harmonic series ‒ since it is both
neutral and comprehensive prototype of
sound. The compositions mostly consist
of a symmetrical architectonic form with
simultaneous rise and fall of the parameters. Therefore, almost every composition by Vladimir Tošić may be said to
have certain significant and noticeable
Example no. 4
common characteristics: procedural or54
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ganization, repetition, insistence on timbre and symmetrical architectonic form. Although
Vladimir Tošić’s work is predominantly that of a composer, his interests extend far beyond
the pure musical concentration. He has expanded to a great extent on the musical medium
by audio-visual synaesthesia in the broadest sense of the word. Thus, he has created a number of multimedia works of art and started giving recitals simultaneously with exhibitions of
corresponding musical graphics. He vindicated reduction procedure and problem of musical
symmetry in his theoretical work, books and lectures at conferences dedicated to minimal
music. Over the last 10 years, Vladimir Tošić has been very active in composing film scores for
feature films and documentaries produced by the RTS − Serbian Broadcasting Corporation.
Works by Vladimir Tošić have been released on multiple CDs in Serbia and the United States.
Vladimir Tošić was awarded first prize at the composition competition Thomas Bloch (Paris,
2000) and third prize at the children’s guitar composition contest (Lebach, Germany 2011).
He wrote three pieces for organ Multus (2010), Varial and Medial 2 (2012). Vladimir Tošić remarked: “My love for organ dates back to the teenage age. Like any love in life, this is irrational,
and there is no specific and convincing explanation of how it came about. I do not even have
a very clear idea when and where I first heard that wonderful instrument. In Belgrade, where
I was born and spent my whole life, there was not much opportunity to hear this beautiful
instrument. Especially during my youth there were no organ concerts… I can only guess that
this powerful, but also ethereal, timeless sound, which is inseparable from the acoustics with
much reverberation in which it took place, attracted me… I transferred the love of this instrument to the composition, and so did several of my organ compositions”. American organist
Carson Cooman posted his perfect interpretation of Medial 2 on YouTube channel in 2016.
Vera Milanković (London, 1953) is a multi-talented Serbian
composer, pianist, pedagogue, producer and an organizer. She was
entitled the best composer for theatrical music by Musica Clasica
magazine in 2013 and was awarded the “Golden Link” by the Cultural and Educational Community of Belgrade for her educational
work. Throughout her long standing music career she has achieved
more than thirty full length concerts of her own music in various concert halls both in Serbia and abroad, on festivals, shows,
television, and also has taken part in other live and recorded media. Deeply attached to traditional Serbian music, she composed
a great deal for piano, voice and various ensembles inspired by Serbian folklore and national church tradition chanting. Besides an extensive opus for piano and other solo instruments, chamber music and choirs, there are also cantatas, piano concertos, theater plays
and ballets as well as music for children. Vera Milanković studied Composition and Piano
at Belgrade University of Arts, obtained MA in Composition and Music Theory at the Faculty of Music Art as well, but also a post-diploma degree at the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama in London, UK (1978). She is a professor at the Faculty of Music Art in Belgrade. Vera Milanković is undoubtedly committed to improving music pedagogy in the
field of music theory and performing. She wrote nine movements Cantata Serbian Divine
Calendar for organ solo, lovely short pieces inspired by orthodox saint songs. These Cho-
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rals are fresh and unpretentious, but not
in music and performing requirements.
Author`s musical language in these
pieces doesn`t flirt with massive organ sound but offers delicate, in a way
purified voice and atmosphere. Vera
Milanković says: “Cantata Serbian Divine Calendar is my tribute to Serbian
orthodox tradition. It is based on 43
Troparia, dedicated to Serbian orthodox festivities. Troparia are also sung
out of churches, which enabled me to
introduce instruments. The melodies
derive from an ancient Serbian tonal
system, and the rhythm had to undergo metrical transcription for practical
interpretation reasons. The procedure
was challenged, on one side, by the Russian Church Slavic language accentuaExample no. 5
tion and musical-metrical accents and,
on the other side, the blending of textual-metrical accents and the standard musical articulation. The harmonic language is derived solely from the melodies themselves, justifying
their medieval flavor. Besides the cantata, I produced various versions of the calendar: choir
acapella, piano solo, Lied, organ solo, and organ with oboe and voice”.
Serbian organ music exists as a true phenomenon in the field of artistic work, despite unfavorable historical and cultural circumstances. Lack of instruments and the presence of inevitable religious prejudices left a huge musical field empty. Fortunately, not quite empty. Over the
decades, talented and curious artists have been learning about organ instruments, performing
and composing. They embraced acquired knowledge into personal, intimate music expression, creating so new and unique music view. Domestic organ music legacy contains maybe a
small number of pieces, but, every piece of work shows to us its excellence, representing real
value of contemporary organ music.
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